...saving the greatest number of children’s lives at the lowest possible cost.
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Happy Holidays

Improving the lives of
children in low-income
settings across the globe
by empowering local
communities to creatively
solve their most pressing
child health challenges

We have a new brochure. It is a trifold that incorporates our new mission statement, our operational information, and our board of directors. If you like one, or two or three to pass
around, let us know and we will mail it to you
or send it by email.

Director Honored

R. Bradley Sack,
M.D. ScD, was bestowed the Global
Achievement Award by
the Johns Hopkins University Alumni Association at a luncheon on
September 18th.

Nuts!
URYD, Rwanda, set out to pr oduce R wanda
nuts and use them to reduce child malnutrition.
The 25 volunteers that have been trained have
been able to make the nuts and to transmit the
knowledge to mothers. They also provide occupational therapy to the malnourished children to help build up their physical strength.

We at Child Health Foundation wish all of our
friends peace this holiday season. Although we are
made aware by the press every day of the suffering of
others due to wars in their countries, we are in the
awesome position of being able to help others because we are at peace.
Our projects are not in the
war zones, but the conditions
are nonetheless in need of
help. And we take pride in the
fact that we are able to save so
many children’s lives by preventing the many easily and
inexpensively preventable diseases.
We would like to again offer
you the chance to give a donation to the Foundation as gifts
to your friends and relatives
who already have all they
need, we will send each one of them one of these
lovely cards, hand-embroidered by rescued girls in
Bangladesh, and tell them of your gift. The message
will say that you honored them with your gift to save
a child’s life.
Please use the enclosed envelope and send us a
check with (or without) names and addresses of your
loved ones, use our credit card method on our website or pledge at your workplace. We will be very
grateful and so will many children.

Thank you!
They have supplied enough nuts to provide them to
39,560 children. Over 30,000 mothers are now harvesting the nuts and
giving them to their
children, and also have
learned to give occupational therapy at home.
The product is made
with peanut paste, vegetable oil, powdered
milk, powdered sugar,
vitamins, and minerals…the same ingredients as
Plumpy Nut, but made locally in this agricultural
area.
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Do You Have a Toilet?

Sometimes in the United States our toilets
clog and we need to use a plunger. It’s annoying and disgusting but we are so fortunate to
have this facility which we use without even
thinking about most of the time.
However in villages in developing countries,
many people just use the bushes and then that
debris goes into the water supply that they use
to drink and wash. Even if they have a clean
water supply, they use the rivers and streams for
their bathing and often to wash their clothes and
dishes.
In our one big project in Bangladesh, the Environment and Population Research Centre
(EPRC) r equir es the community wher e they
drill for clean water to first ensure that they
have proper latrines.
Two other projects in progress right now are
protecting many children from disease. One, in
Viet Nam, a team called Mekong Delta Youth
has developed a low-cost floating toilet that can
be used by those who live in houses on the water. They have thus far installed 4 of them and
have plans to do more. They also held a workshop to teach personal hygiene. Pictured here
are students
from Con Tho
University visiting the construction to learn
more about preventing waterborne illness.
Another project is among the Aboriginal people in northern Bangladesh. Under-Privileged
People’s Development Organization has installed 50 removable, double-ring slab latrines
among selected families with instructions. They
have also held courtyard meetings to educate
the villagers about health
care and sanitation. Water
-borne diseases have decreased 35%. The word
has gone out and other
NGO’s have taken up the
cause. UPPO completed

a similar project in
2014, funded by Child
Health Foundation.

New Board Member

Susan Lisovicz is a journalist, educator and communications consultant. She is best known for her daily
CNN reports from Wall Street,
which spanned the dot.com boom to
9/11 to the worst financial crisis
since the Depression. Her work at
CNBC included reporting from
South Africa on the eve of Nelson
Mandela’s election. Susan received a rare byline in
the Washington Post as a reporter for The Associated Press.
Susan is a visiting professor at Arizona State University’s Walter Cronkite School of Journalism. Her
work with students includes a six-minute piece on
the PBS NewsHour. She has taken students from
William Paterson’s Costakos School of Business to
Omaha for lunch and Q&A with Warren Buffett.
Her communications clients have included UPS,
Brown-Forman, Aegis Capital and the Council for
Economic Education. She is a former president of
the New York Financial Writers Association. She
has done volunteer work at a hospital in Bangladesh,
served as a volunteer camp counselor at Hole in the
Wall Gang and is on the board of the Hoboken
Community Center.
We are very pleased to have Susan on the Board
and we expect great things from her.

Rain Water in Schools
Pamoja Self-Help Group
in Tanzania, report that 10
water storage tanks have
been constructed and completed, and 160 meters of
rain water harvesting gutters have been constructed
and connected to the water
tanks. A total of 1,150 preschool children have been
educated on handwashing after toilet use and before
eating meals both in school and while at home. As a
result, cases of enteric diseases have dropped by
approximately 80% per month. This has been confirmed by the reduced number of reported cases as
seen on the school register where data is stored for
children referred to the clinic. They wrote, “I
should not forget to tell you that the beneficiary
community is also very grateful to CHF.”

These are projects funded by Child Health Foundation
and the full reports are available upon request.

